Brooklyn based Belgian studio presents
versatile furniture and objects at the AD show
About a year ago - six months after graduating from the Rhode Isand School of Design
(RISD) - Ariane van Dievoet launched AVANDI, a brand for flexible spaces and users.
2014 was a busy year for Avandi. The young studio’s first collection was unveiled at
the Salone Satellite during Milan Design Week last Spring. There, the Steptool won 3rd
prize for the Salone Satellite Award. In May, Monocle magazine pictured van Dievoet as
a talent to watch. After taking part in multiple shows during NYC x design, van Dievoet
exhibited along with 24 Emerging Belgian talents at Bozar Museum in Brussels last
Summer. NY Now in August allowed the studio to start a relationship with multiple
stores. In September, Avandi exhibited in Brussels for the entire month during Design
September, while exhibiting at Now! le off in Paris, then at Tent London. In December, the
young designer was featured in a group show during Art Basel/Miami. She was recently
part of two group shows, in Toronto and in Cologne. At the AD Show, the studio will
present the Adjustable lights, an updated version of the AdapTable and her best-selling
product, the Candlestix.
London – Brussels – Providence – New York
Born and raised in Brussels, van Dievoet left for Cambridge, UK at age 18 for a
foundation year in Art & Design. After a BA in Interior & Spatial Design at the Chelsea
College of Art & Design in London, she went back to Brussels to work for the Wiels
Contemporary Art Center then for the Designer Charles Kaisin. Simultaneously, she
designed the interior of Joya Brussels, a Contemporary Jewelry Art Gallery, which won
the 2013 Commerce Design Award.
In 2011, van Dievoet landed in Providence, RI (USA), for a Masters in Interior Architecture
at the Rhode Island School of Design, where she developped a passion for making. After
graduation, she started working with Brooklyn designers BOWER, who helped inform
her playful designs and develop her wood working skills. She can now be found working
in the Brooklyn wood shop she shares with other makers.
Versatile, playfully modern and geometric
Avandi studio’s creations are versatile and modular. They adapt and evolve with their
owner’s interior, rearranged at will. Often allowing for different uses, they are perfect
for small spaces. Stools turn into benches, and can be used as side tables. Allowing for
movement and creativity, Avandi’s pieces offer a playful take on responsible design.
Materials play an important role in van Dievoet’s design. With a passion for learning
more everyday, she yearns to explore different media and techniques. The connections
between the different materials are both subtle and contrasting, adding elements of
surprises. This love for details translates in simple but compelling pieces.
Avandi’s most recent creations the Vice Versa Series, play with the use of a repeating
shape that takes on multiple typologies. The studio’s dinstinctive geometric shapes can
be found in this series of bowls, lights, planters and side tables.

Candelstix I These playful candle holders are Avandi’s bestseller

[Vice Versa Series] Adjustable Pendant Lights I Manually control your lighting

AdapTables at the SaloneSatellite 2014
In the press
“We’re waxing lyrical about Belgian-born Ariane van Dievoet’s US-made candlesticks.”
Monocle, Feb 2015
“The incorporation of simple, innovative elements adds to the usefulness of a humble,
ancient object, designed especially for use in confined spaces.”
Cosmit Jury - Salone Satellite Award 2014 (about the Steptool)
Upcoming show
Launchpad, Wanted Design I The Tunnel, 269 11th ave, New York, NY
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Collection 2014-2015
AdapTable
Adaptable is a series of small tables that can be used on their own as a side table, or in
clusters, forming larger coffee tables, allowing for an infinite number of combinations.
Designed to grow with your space, it adapts to different events happening in your home.
The steel legs are powder coated in various colors. The top materials include walnut,
maple, stone and marble.
This variety of materials allows the users to compose their own pieces of furniture by
combining different textures and colors.
Benchstool
Benchstool is a modular seating unit that can be used as individual stools, or as a bench
when multiple elements come together. Italian poplar is bent by hand to create a strong
and stable seat, enhanced by mahogany feet.
Originally custom designed for a small studio apartment in Manhattan, this versatile
seating solution offers easy and elegant storage, making it ideal for small spaces.
Candlestix
Candlestix are a set of three playfully modern candleholders that can be stacked
and fiddled with. These sculpture-like objects fit in your hand and can be used as
paperweight.
The turned brass creates an array of light reflections, beautifully contrasted by the
reclaimed leather bottom. This subtle detail offers a soft transition between the brass
and your tabletops, preventing any scratches.
Hollow Necklace Series
Inspired by Avandi’s Adaptable, this series explores the geometry of simples shapes
such as a triangle, a circle and an oval in a 3-dimensional way. Each point has a different
thickness, giving a particular depth to these pieces. The prototypes have been 3D
printed in wax, then cast in brass using a lost wax process. The prototypes are then used
to create a mold, allowing for reproduction. The cast pieces are then sanded by hand.
Lightly
The lightly series explores the geometry of light with the use of a small pyramid, with
light at its core.
Easily attached without having to wire anything, this lighting piece is easily flat-packed.
It can be hung, placed on a tabletop, or fixed to the wall with one of the provided knobs.

Shipshaped
Organizing your “stuff” never felt so right!
Peggy (wood dowels) will help you keep track of your mail, papers, business cards and
receipts, while Polo (tray) will collect all keys, coins, nails, jewelry, bibs and bobs.
Soft, modulable and stackable, they will help you organize the little things in your life.
Available in blue + walnut or red + oak.
Steptool I 3rd prize winner of the SaloneSatellite design Award 2014
Light and flexible, the Steptool was designed for small, actively used kitchens. This
maple ladder simply leans on your countertop for support, making use of existing
structure in order to take up less space.
Its rubber-dipped extremities and the weight of the users provide a secure grip and their
color offers a nice contrast with the natural wood. When put aside against a wall, the
Stepstool’s footprint is very small.
Teepee Coat Stand
Fully dismountable, this coat stand will settle perfectly near your front door. Hang your
coat, drop your keys and put your scarf away... or the other way around!
Vice Versa Series
The Vice Versa Series explores the repeated use of the same components to create
different typologies of objects. Two metal containers (copper or aluminium) are the main
element for these playful assemblages, creating a side table, a pendant light, a stool or
a planter. On their own, they create vessels for various content. Walnut and concrete
complete the array of materials when required.
Each piece stands on it’s own, but when the series comes together, the different
typologies complement each other to create a coherent group.
The Adjustable Lights series, part of the Vice Versa series, allows the user to dim the
light manually by turning its bottom part up and down.
The user is given control over the lighting of space in an analog way. The lights can
either be hung or placed on a plane surface.

Wooden trays
These minimalistic thin pieces of hard wood are slighty carved in to allow pens and
posessions to gather at the center. They can hold keys, notes, change, pens, pencils,
jewelry, glasses, etc.
Each tray is machined with precision in one piece, then sanded and painted by hand. The
cork bottom gives them a lighter touch. To allow for a modular use, each tray comes in
different lengths. They come in walnut and oak, with the sides painted in white, charcoal,
salmon and navy.
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